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In a year of economic struggle for many, there are 660 more billionaires than there were a year
ago. And, according to Forbes's annual list, 86% of billionaires got richer over the last year,
making the total wealth of all billionaires in the world jump $5 trillion. Furthermore, luxury car
brand Rolls-Royce just had its best quarter since it was founded in 1906. The company
delivered 1,380 cars in Q1 2021, increasing sales by 62% over last year. Bentley, meanwhile
announced that it had started 2021 with 50% more orders than it started in 2020.
At a time when the average citizen is feeling decidedly poorer and, here in South Africa the unofficial
unemployment rate is the worst it has been since data collection began. We are, in other words, facing
a social time bomb all over the world of which the current insurgency in Mozambique is just an
uncomfortable reminder of bad things rather close to home. So we need to remind ourselves of the
reality that the world is at a monetary tipping point. If it were not for central banks printing
unprecedented sums of money in order to try and stave off a global monetary crisis which has been
long in the making before the Covid pandemic came along to throw the whole matter into such stark
relief, markets would have collapsed all over the world. No investor should sensibly ignore that fact
even though markets are currently racing upwards once more!
Readers, who are concerned about hanging on to life savings which are obviously threatened by the
growing risk of a cataclysmic failure of the whole monetary system, are obviously aware that the classic
hedges against such risks are blue chip shares, art work and precious metals. Curiously then, my first
two graphs tell a quite different story. If you are to believe the Wall Street investment bankers, the share
market boom might be expected to keep on without hesitation for at least another two years. And, with
the most representative index of US share market prices, the S&P500 Index making record new highs
this week while the dollar price of gold bullion has been falling steadily, Mr Market clearly believes the
investment bankers. On the left, the S&P500 is way ahead of all its previous levels and with
ShareFinder projecting it is likely to continue, the bull has the market firmly between its horns. Gold,
graphed below right, has meanwhile lost 18 percent of its value since its last August peak value of $2
052 though ShareFinder appears to think the price might now have bottomed and a modest gain
could be expected.

Clearly, now might not seem the appropriate time to be selling shares and moving into cash because
every seasoned investor well knows that the greatest market profits are always made in the last phases

of a bull market. Yet I am advising readers to liquidate up to ten percent of their portfolios and to
prepare to take at least another ten percent off the table before the end of this year. So am I being unnecessarily cautious?
Well, if you believe that, take a look at my next graph which represents the NYSE Cape Ratio which is
calculated by mapping the average inflation-adjusted price earnings ratio of all shares included in the
S&P500 Index. When I last showed you this graph a month ago it was standing at 35.47 and it has now
climbed to 37.09. That is 134 percent above its long-term median of 15.82 and perilously close to its all
timer peak value of 44.19 reached in December 1999 immediately ahead of the bursting of the “Dot
Com” bubble. It is, in other words stretched far ahead of the levels achieved on Black Tuesday which
precipitated the Great Depression and of every single other share market peak save only the Dot Com
bubble. It is, in other words, ripe to burst and only lacks some confidence-sapping “Black Swan” to bring
about the next crash.

Nobody can predict what that event might be but my guessing is that some warlike moves by China on
Taiwan in order, as in Hong Kong recently, to consolidate its vice like grip on all the territories it
considers Chinese, but you are welcome to choose a few for yourself.
My, already announced strategy, has been to begin winding up the “Risk” portfolios I created 18 months
ago in the US, Britain and Australia and, after returning the stake money, to add the resultant gains to
my Blue Chip portfolios in those countries. In my Richard Cluver Predicts column recently I advised that
I would aim to sell the following shares at, or above the following indicated prices.
In the Nasdaq portfolio I said I would sell AAON at $83 or better and I am still waiting, Adobe at $480
(I got $504.60), Align at $550 (I got $592.75) , Cadence at $137 (I got $146), Idexx at $552 (I am still
waiting), Lam Research at $612 (I got $669), Lululemon at $323 (I am still waiting), Market Axess at
$582 (I got $587.05) and Nvidia at $535 (I got $578.86). The proceeds allowed me to repay the original
stake of $1-million and left me with cash of $322 005.
In the London Risk Portfolio I said I would sell the Ashtead Group at £45 (I got £49.418, Antofagasta
at £19 (I am still waiting), Halma at £25 (I got £25.66), LSE at £88 (I got £93.58), Renishaw at £63 I got
£66.2), Rentokil at £5.60 (I am still waiting) and Spirax at £133 (I am still waiting). I was able to repay
the original £1-million and have £40 114 in hand.
In the Australian Risk Portfolio I will sell Evolution at $5 (I am still waiting), Mineral Resources at $43
(I am still waiting), Northen Star at $12 (I am still waiting), Pro Medicus at $43, (I got $48.1) Seven
Group at $23 (I got $23.72) and Xero at $143 (I am still waiting). I was able to repay the original $1million and now have $619 066 in cash.
Regarding the unsold shares, ShareFinder suggests there need be no hurry in disposing of the other
Nasdaq holdings. We should have until mid-June before the next retraction and then the system senses
gains until early December. In London, however, ShareFinder sees the market peaking in early May
and so I will grab the best prices I can before now and then.
The Australian outlook leaves me a little more time but I should be out by mid May so I will take the best
I can for the remaining shares there.

Prospects SA Blue Chip Portfolio

As I intimated last month, I opted to sell AVI at R77.08 and Tongaat at R11.77 while I was able to sell
Famous Brands at a surprising R64.09 and Multichoice at R133.60 which gave me a cash amount of
R710 495.72 representing some 15 percent of the entire portfolio value at this week’s value of R4 497
343.64.
As a result the portfolio now looks like this:

I know that I said I would sell Capitec
above 1440 and it touched those
levels last week. However I was
unable to bring myself to dispose of
this old favourite even though
ShareFinder projects it, in the graph
on the right, to continue declining as
it does Mondi Plc.
This week’s significant Capitec
dividend increase perhaps justifies
that view.
For now I will continue holding,
pitting myself for once against the
artificial intelligence of ShareFinder.
Let’s see who will prove right!

The Prospects London Blue Chip Portfolio:
Shed of the few shares we sold last month, the London Blue Chip Portfolio has continued to perform
well as the following graph illustrates. Growth has, however, clearly slowed.

ShareFinder’s view is that the London market will
peak in early May as my graph on the right illustrates. However, with our original one million
pound investment now standing at Pounds 1 661
164 and with a healthy reserve of cash to the value of Pounds 565 520 together with a further injection to come from the cashing out of the London Risk portfolio, I am content to sit for now on
the assumption that I will start buying once more
sometime towards Christmas.
For now the portfolio looks like this:

London Risk Portfolio

With Rentokil for which I hope to get £5.68 and Spirax for which I hope to get £128 within the
next few weeks, and Antofagasta which I expect to add to the Blue Chip portfolio as I wind up
this form of share selection in view of the market risks I have detailed, here is what remains of
this portfolio:

Nasdaq Risk Portfolio
Having sold off much of this portfolio, it now looks like this:

It has recovered healthily from the February/March sell-off though it has yet to get to its previous peak. The graph now looks like this:

I hope to get $72 for Aaon, $503 for Idexx and $347 for Lululemon before folding all the cash
proceeds into the New York Blue chip portfolio.

NYSE Prospects Portfolio
I elected last month to continue holding this portfolio unchanged so it still looks like the following, standing at $1 321 850 with $274 865 in cash without yet taking into account the proceeds
of winding up the risk portfolio. I accordingly consider I have a strong cash defensive position.

ShareFinder projects that the S&P500 Index will dip this month but is likely to resume its upward trend in May and so I arguably will have too much cash and will revue this position in the
May issue. Here is what ShareFinder projects for the S&P500:

Australian Risk Portfolio
Only four shares remain in the Australian Risk portfolio. They are Evolution for which I will settle for
$4.45, Mineral Resources at $43 Northen Star at $12 and Xero for which I still hope to get at $144. As a
result the portfolio, now up 62 percent since inception, looks like this:

Australian Blue Chip Portfolio
The Australian market looks like continuing to make strong gains until mid-May as graphed below:

For now I am accordingly content to sit on the Blue Chip portfolio for another month. As you
can see in the table below, the portfolio has gained 41 percent since inception a result the portfolio now looks like this:

On this and the following pages we publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we submit, should
form the bulk of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested replacements for any in
your portfolios that are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates which
head the lists. The shares listed in the first block of each list have been selected because of their investment
grade quality, their very high dividend growth rates and superior investment safety. The second block of ten offers
significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment risk.
The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality and their very
high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a greater degree
of investment risk:
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